
Eindhoven. Center city of Brainport 







(SMALL) CITY OF WINNERS 



CITY OF DESIGNERS 





City of Eindhoven in crisis and bouncing back 





Big contribution of Eindhoven region 



High Tech Campus Eindhoven = driver 







University of Eindhoven business oriented 



TECHNOLOGY DESIGN KNOWLEDGE 



Strong focus > turn up the volume 
  
The chosen citymarketing strategy is an ‘acceleration strategy’. 
First:  determine strong assets of the city and region: 
   Technology, Design, Knowledge.  
 



Target audiences city marketing 
   
 

  City Explorer 
  Bright Talent 
  Tech starter 
  Citizen > Pride, recognition of policy 



Target audiences city marketing 



Our pitch: Eindhoven = talent town  
 
Positioning Eindhoven as the 
global hotspot for bright talent 
who want to study and work  
in an open and experimental 
region focussed on the  
cross-over of design and  
technology. 
 
So attracting talent is key! 
 
> businesses will follow  
> investors come next. 



Why does bright talent come to us? 



Marketing: focus on acquisition of talent 

WK Robocup 

Solar Team Eindhoven 

 

LichtIn (intro TU/e,  

            Fontys, DAE) 

Building beer bridges 

Housing 

Infrastructure 

Facilities 











Global exposure for the winners 

















UNCONVENTIONAL 
The ability to think differently 

X  
COOPERATION 
Willingness to work together 

 =  
ENERGY 

Multiplied a great synergy emerges 

The Eindhoven formula 



Dynamic brand identity  
 

 



Events to kickstart urban development 



Events to kickstart urban development 



Events to kickstart urban development 



Events to kickstart urban development 



Events to kickstart urban development 



Events to generate accurate visitor data 





Stratumseind 2.0: permanent testing 





Dutch Design Week 



Dutch Design Week: 275.000 visitors  





Design Academy graduation show 



Event to promote urban areas 





Focus on social design 



GLOW Eindhoven light festival 



Glow Eindhoven: Light festival 









Strijp-S: Lighting experiment in urban area 





Dutch Technology Week 







Focus in region: Automotive Helmond 



Experience in automotive Helmond 







Eindhoven  

#7 









Eindhoven City as a living lab 

Dare to experiment:  
knowing the direction,  

not knowing the outcome! 



Thanks 
  

Naomie Verstraeten 

Brainport.nl 
Peter Kentie 

Eindhoven365.nl 


